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The areting neutron stars are quasars, and theuniverse does not expand.Jaques Moret-Bailly ∗28th June 2004AbstratThe reliable theory of the evolution of heavy stars predits the exis-tene of a type of neutron stars whih arete a loud of dirty hydrogen(aretors). Although they are very small (some hundreds of kilometres),the aretors should be easily observable beause the aretion raises thesurfae temperature over 1 000 000 K, but they are never deteted.The reason of this failure is a misunderstanding of the spetrosopy ofhydrogen rossed by a powerful beam of short wavelengths light.Exept very lose to the surfae, hydrogen is mostly heated by a Lymanabsorption improved by a parametri frequeny shift due to exited atomihydrogen, so that this absorption stabilises the temperature between thelimits of ionisation and dimerisation. A powerful radio emission mayprodue an extra ionisation where the pressure allows a good eletrialondution.The ombination of Lyman absorptions and redshifts produes an in-stability whih hains Lyman absorption patterns: when a redshifted Ly-man absorbed line oinides with an other Lyman line of the gas, allabsorption lines of the gas are written into the spetrum.Thus all harateristis of the omplex spetrum of a quasar are gen-erated, so that observed aretors are named quasars, and the origin ofthe intrinsi redshifts is found.The lak of redshifts of the variations of luminosity of stars and quasarsshows that the �osmologial redshifts� result from the parametri fre-queny shift, so that the universe does not expand.IntrodutionThe parametri light-matter interations play a big role in laser and mirowavetehnologies, allowing, for instane, to add, multiply or split frequenies. Theseinterations are spae-oherent, so that they do not blur the images, and theydo not hange the states of the involved moleules. Although the refration is a
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parametri e�et, and all interations start by a parametri e�et, the fugaityof the parametri exhanges of energy with matter leads to neglet these e�etsusing usual inoherent light. Therefore, it appears useful to explain simplyin the next setion, without the trivial omputations, the parametri e�etswhih produe frequeny shifts, in partiular the �Coherent Raman E�et onInoherent Light� (CREIL) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄.Hydrogen is the main omponent of the Universe, and the spetrosopy ofsmall amounts of this gas is well known. But, in the Universe, long paths allowthe observation of e�ets whih are forbidden at usual pressures. In partiular,strong CREIL frequeny shifts are produed by atomi hydrogen if its prinipalquantum numbern is low, but larger than 1. Setion 3 shows that this propertyindues an instability whih produes a forest of absorption lines.Setion 4 studies the variations of pressure and temperature in a loud sur-rounding a small, heavy, extremely hot objet, and the onsequenes of thesevariations on the spetrum emitted by the system.Setion 5 shows that a lot of observations is more easily understood usingCREIL than using the standard theory.1 From refration to other parametri light-matterinterations.1.1 Reall of the analyti theory of refration.Huygens explained the propagation of the light in the vauum (�g. 1) supposingthat all points of a wave surfae A satter the light oherently that is aresoures of wavelets whose envelope is a new wave surfae. The oherene ofthe sattering requires that all points on a wave surfae radiate with the samephase, and here this phase is supposed equal to the phase of the inident wave.A retrograde wave is eliminated taking into aount the volume sattering: thepaths from the soure to point a or an other sattering point , plus the path tob are equal, while they di�er to d, produing, in the volume of the sattering, aanellation for a bakward propagation.In matter, the moleules1 satter the light, (�g. 2 ), so that, provided that allmoleules produe the same phase shift, a Huygens' onstrution may be addedto the regular one, produing a seond wave surfae D. However the numberof moleules is �nite, Huygens onstrution is not perfet, so that it exists aninoherent sattering, making, for instane, the blue of the sky. In the wholepaper this inoherent sattering is negleted.If the medium is transparent, the sattered wave is late of pi/2. As the wavesurfaes are idential for the inident and sattered waves whih have the samefrequeny, the waves interfere into a single, late, refrated wave.The emission of the sattered wavelets and wave surfae D requires a dynam-ial exitation of the moleules whose amplitude must be proportional to the1This word is used for mono- or polyatomi moleules, and, more generally for any set ofatoms able to satter the light. 2



Figure 1: Huygens' onstrution.

Figure 2: Sattering of light by moleules.3



Figure 3: Refration of a pulse of light.exiting amplitude to obtain an index of refration independent on the inten-sity. Thus, an energy proportional to this intensity is absorbed by the refratingmoleules, and, as we have assumed that the medium is transparent, this energyis returned oherently to the wave (�g. 3).1.2 Global, quantum theory of parametri interations.Remark that only a part of an inident energy hν is shared among all moleulesof a prism, but that this sub-quantum splitting of the energy is allowed byquantum mehanis, the mode of the light beam and the prism making a singlesystem. In this this representation, there is not a virtual sattering of the lightfollowed by an interferene with the inident beam, but a transformation of thebeam.Suppose that all Nmoleules of the refrating medium are idential and in thesame, nondegenerate state (else, the e�ets add). In the dark, the degenerayof the set of N moleules is N . A light beam perturbs the degenerate state,mixing it with other states, breaking the degeneray. The polarisation statewhih appears, having got energy from the light beam, and able to return it, isharaterised by a quantum index whih is the mode of the light beam. Remark,on �gure 3, that the energy of the polarisation state depends on the intensityof the light beam.If several modes interat with the moleules, several states of polarisationappear. A parametri interation may perturb the states, but must not destroythem, preserving the geometry of the modes in an homogeneous medium andthe stationary states of the moleules after the interation.4



Figure 4: The CREIL interation.2 The �Coherent Raman E�et on Inoherent Light�(CREIL).2.1 A simple parametri interation.In the Coherent Raman E�et on Inoherent Light� (CREIL), the interationis a simple transfer of energy between sublevels of polarisation (�gure 4). Asthese sublevels have the same parity, this interation requires an intermediatestate.The interation must obey the seond law of thermodynamis; in the CREIL,it inreases the entropy by a �ux of energy from the light modes whih havethe highest Plank's temperature to the modes whih have the lowest one. Aninrease (resp. derease) of temperature produes an inrease (resp. derease)of frequeny.The global theory explains simply the optial mehanism of the parametriinteration, but a preise study is easier using the analytial representation inwhih the resonanes orrespond to virtual transitions (�g 5) and produe asattering (�g 2).The virtual transitions 1-2 orrespond to a virtual Raman e�et, transitions3-4 to a seond virtual Raman e�et, both Raman e�et being simultaneous.More generally, several beams interat.2.2 Conditions for a CREIL e�et.The refration and the CREIL are the simplest examples of the parametrie�ets. To avoid a destrution of the states, in partiular of the modes of thelight beams, two onditions must be veri�ed:5



Figure 5: A standard representation of the CREIL interation.Condition A : The interations do not hange the stationary state of themoleules, the hanges of energy of the moleules being transitory, bound to thepropagation of the light.Condition B : The interations are spae oherent, so that they do not blurthe wave surfaes and the images dedued from the inident beams.G. L. Lamb gives a general ondition for a parametri e�et [6℄ : �The lengthof the light pulses must be shorter than all relevant time onstants�.The parametri e�ets are widely used with mirowave and laser soures,often with triks whih allow to overome Lamb's onditions, allowing to add,subtrat, multiply, split the frequenies of beams; using ordinary inoherentlight appears di�ult, with the exeption of refration evidently.For CREIL, there are two �relevant time onstants�, whih split ondition B:Condition B1 : The ollisions must not introdue phase shifts as they restartthe sattering, exept maybe during short times of ollision; a restart is unimpor-tant in the refration, but not in e�ets for whih a di�erene between satteredand exiting frequenies introdues a phaseshift whih inreases with the time.The ollisional time whih depends on the pressure, the temperature and thenature of the gas is a �relevant time onstant�.Condition B2 : The sum of two sine funtions having di�erent frequeniesand the same initial phase is nearly a single frequeny sine funtion whose inter-mediate frequeny is in proportion of the amplitudes, if the time of observationis too short to allow the appearane of beats. This mathematial property isveri�ed using laser beams or a Mihelson interferometer having a slowly moving6



mirror. Usual inoherent light may be onsidered as made of pulses whose lengthis of the order of a few nanoseonds, so that, to get a single frequeny-shiftedwave, the period of the quadrupolar (Raman) resonane between the levels Gand R (�g. 5) must not be shorter than the �relevant time onstant� of the orderof 2 nanoseonds, orresponding to a frequeny of 500 MHz.The addition of the sine funtions into a single one is approximate, leaving aresidual parasiti wave of di�erent frequeny whih propagates with a di�ereneof index of refration ∆n due to the dispersion of the refration. The orre-sponding waves radiated at points distant of L along a light ray have a phaseshift 2πL∆n/λ, where λ is the vauum wavelength; when this shift reahes π,these waves anel, so that the sattered parasiti amplitude remains negligiblewhile the frequeny shifts add all along the path.2.3 Intensity of the CREIL e�et.A preise omputation of the intensity of a CREIL e�et may be done usingtensors of polarisability whih are often not known. A rough, but general orderof magnitude may be dedued from �gures 4 and 5 :Generally the CREIL transfers energy from the hot modes whih are highfrequeny (infrared, visible, ultraviolet) to old modes whih are in the thermalradiation. As the quadrupolar resonane ( between levels R and G ) orrespondsto a low energy, the three levels R, G, M are lose, so that the orrespondingvirtual Raman e�et is resonant, intense, it does not limit the intensity of theCREIL e�et. Thus the amplitude of the sattering whih produes the CREILis lose to the amplitude of the other oherent Raman e�et, muh larger thanthe amplitude of an inoherent Raman e�et. Therefore, in despite of the lowfrequeny of the quadrupolar resonane, the CREIL is not a very small e�et.If the S level is low, the CREIL e�et is fully resonant, strong. Therefore, aCREIL e�et inside the low energy radiations leads to a fast thermal equilibrium,a blakbody spetrum for these radiations.3 Absorption of a ontinuous, high frequeny spe-trum by low-pressure atomi hydrogen.In its ground state (prinipal quantum number n = 1) atomi hydrogen hasthe well known spin quadrupolar resonane at 1420 MHz, too large to providefrequeny shifts by CREIL. In the n = 2 states, the resonanes orrespondingto the quadrupole allowed transitions (∆F = 1) have the following frequenies:178 MHz in the 2S1/2 state, 59 MHz in 2P1/2 state, and 24 MHz in 2P3/2. Thesefrequenies are low enough to allow CREIL, and high enough to produe a strongCREIL e�et. The higher states are generally less populated, their quadrupolarresonanes have lower frequenies, in a �rst approximation, we may supposethat only the states n = 2 or 3 are ative in CREIL.The deay of the states exited by Lyman absorptions heats the gas; if7



Figure 6: Absorption by a single line.the intensity of the light is large, the absorption is strong, many atoms areionised, do not absorb anymore, so that the heating is limited, the temperatureof the gas stabilises at a value whih depends on the intensity in the Lymanregion. Remark that a frequeny shift renews the intensity of the light at theLyman frequenies, so that the stabilisation of the temperature works over largedistanes.If the temperature is high enough to populate the exited states, the shiftingis permanent, the lines get the width of the redshift, so large that they annotbe observed.Suppose now that the temperature is relatively low (10 000 K), so that theexited levels are populated by Lyman absorptions only(�g 6).Considering the absorption by the Lyα line, in an homogenous gas, thepopulation in the exited state n = 2 is onstant, so that the redshift is onstant,the absorption too (�g. 6). The absorbed energy is proportional to the produtW of the absorbed intensity ∆I by the width ∆ν of the absorbed line (negletingthe natural width of the line ompared with ∆ν). Supposing a onstant deayof the exited level, the number of exited atoms is proportional to W = ∆ν∆I.But the redshift ∆ν is proportional to the number of exited atoms, so that ∆Idoes not depend on the inident intensity of light.Fig 7 shows the result of the absorption of a spetrum by the Lyman α line:the ontrast is inreased by the onstant absorption while the sale of frequeniesis hanged. Fig. 8, top shows a ontinuous spetrum after an absorption ofthe main Lyman lines, and an other absorbed line. During the redshift (�g.8, low) , the hahured regions are absorbed, but the intensity ∆I annot beabsorbed when the previously written line omes on the Lyα line. Therefore,the redshifting stops until the absorption by the Lyβ line is su�ient to restartit. The absorption of the Lyβ line must be larger than the missing absorptionof the Lyα although the line is weaker beause this absorption does not produea strong CREIL, the quadrupolar frequenies of the n = 3 level being lower8



Figure 7: Absorption of a spetrum by a Lyman line and redshift.

Figure 8: Multipliation of the Lyman spetral lines.9



than the frequenies of the n = 2 level. Therefore, during the stop, all lines,absorption or emission are strongly written into the spetrum. Remark thatthis proess works for a previously written emission line beause it produes anaeleration of the redshift, therefore a derease of the absorptions similar to anemission.The proess may be started by a line of an impurity, or by a Lyβ line writtenin a region where the redshift was forbidden. Then, the Lyman patterns arelinked, for instane by a oinidene of the Lyβ line of a shifted pattern withthe Lyα line of the gas. The haraterisation of the lines, for instane the Lyβline, by their frequenies may be replaed by the redshift zβ,α needed to puttheir frequenies at the frequeny of the Lyα line; thus, the linking of the linesgives:
z(βresp.γ,α) =

ν(β,resp.γ) − να

να
≈

1 − 1/(32resp.42) − (1 − 1/22)

1 − 1/22

z(β,α) ≈ 5/27 ≈ 0.1852 ≈ 3 ∗ 0.0617;

z(γ,α) = 1/4 = 0.025 = 4 ∗ 0.0625.Similar to
z(γ,β) ≈ 7/108 ≈ 0.065.Notie that the resulting redshifts appear, within a good approximation, as theproduts of zb = 0.062 and an integer q. The intensities of the Lyman linesare dereasing funtions of the �nal prinipal quantum number n, so that theinsription of a pattern is better for q = 3 than for q = 4 and a fortiori for

q = 1.Iterating, the oinidenes of the shifted line frequenies with the Lyman βor α frequenies build a �tree�, �nal values of q being sums of the basi values4, 3 and 1. Eah step being haraterised by the value of q, a generation ofsuessive lines is haraterised by suessive values of q : q1, q2... As the �nalredshift is
qF ∗ zb = (q1 + q2 + ...) ∗ zb,the addition qF = q1 +q2+ ... is both a symboli representation of the suessiveelementary proesses, and the result of these proesses. The metaphor �tree�,is impreise beause �branhes� of the tree may be �staked� by oinidenesof frequenies. A remarkable oinidene happens for q = 10, this number isobtained by the e�etive oinidenes dedued from an overlapping sequene ofLyman lines orresponding to the symboli additions:

10 = 3 + 3 + 4 = 3 + 4 + 3 = 4 + 3 + 3 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 1 = ...

q = 10 is so remarkable that zf = 10zb = 0.62 may seem experimentally a valueof z more fundamental than zb.In these omputations, the levels for a value of the prinipal quantum number
n greater than 4 are negleted, for the simple reason that the orrespondingtransitions are too weak. 10



Figure 9: Building the spetrum of an aretor.4 Spetrum of the areting neutron stars.4.1 Building the spetrumThe theory of the stars is very reliable, although some properties are not wellunderstood. The theory predits that having lost a large part of its mass andof its angular momentum, as it beomes a neutron star, an initially heavy starmay reah a step of its evolution in whih it aretes the surrounding gas. Thefall of the gas heats the surfae of the star so muh that its temperature is over1 000 000 K. This temperature makes this �aretor� so bright, in partiular atshort wavelengths, that, in despite of its small size, it should be easily observed[7, 8℄. To solve this problem, study the spetrum of these aretors (�g. 9).The graph �a� of �g. 9 represents our rough hypothesis about the density ofgas around the star. The gas is far from an equilibrium beause it falls fast tothe star. Therefore its density may hange muh slower than in the hypothesisof an equilibrium, so that it may emit or absorb strongly light in nearly onstantonditions. We have written that the sales are logarithmi to indiate that thesale of pressure is far from being linear : a millimetre may represent less thana metre at the left, and a parse at the right. At a long distane, the density is11



supposed nearly onstant, orresponding to a loud of gas. To make the theory,we suppose that the gas is nearly pure hydrogen, the impurities being only ableto produe emission or absorption lines. We have indiated a region in whihthe density has the order of the density in the disharge tubes, so that the gasmay be ionised by radio frequenies.The graph �b� represents our hypothesis about the temperatures of the gasand the temperature of the light. The Plank's temperature of the light at apoint depends on the frequeny, but we suppose that, exept for spetral linesit may be onsidered independent on the frequeny at a point, dereasing withthe distane.Very lose to the star, the gas is strongly heated by its ompression andby eletrons issued from lower regions. This heating stops quikly, so that itremains only a radiative heating whih stabilises relatively the temperature:lose to the star the temperature is high, a large quantity of hydrogen is ionisedinto protons and eletrons whih do not absorb muh energy, the temperaturedrops fast. Very far, it does not remain muh energy for a Lyman absorption,the temperature drops, moleular hydrogen appears (graph ��).On graph �d�, we suppose that a strong radio emission ionises the gas so thatatomi hydrogen whih appeared as the temperature dereased is destroyed atpressures of the order of 100 Pa.Graph �e� shows how the spetrum builds:Very lose to the star (olumn A), all atoms are ionised. The strong linesare intense, therefore wide, but reabsorbed, so that the weak (forbidden) linesmay appear stronger and sharper. The fall of the gas adds a Doppler redshiftto the CREIL redshift whih is loally slightly dereased by the Doppler e�eton the quadrupolar resonane.In olumn B, atomi hydrogen appears, it is strongly exited by the ollisions,so that it redshifts the light. All lines are shifted while they are emitted, theyare so wide that they annot be seen : there is a gap in the redshifts z.In olumns C-E, if there is no radio emission, the thermal exitation of atomihydrogen disappears, so that the periodiities desribed in the previous setionappear. At the beginning there are emissions, then absorptions. At relativelyhigh pressures, the hydrogen is quikly de-exited, so that the absorptions arerelatively strong, the lines are saturated. Close to the entre of the lines, thesaturation equilibrates the temperature of the light with the temperature ofthe gas, so that the lines get the shape of a hat in emission, of a trough inabsorption. At these pressures, the gas is easily ionised by radiofrequenies, sothat these harateristi broad lines do not appear.At a longer distane, the lines beome sharp. There is a large probabilitythat the atomi hydrogen disappears while the redshift is stopped, so that it isnot only the variations of redshifts, but the redshifts themselves that are integermultiples of zb.The previous desription may be slightly hanged, in partiular beause therelation between the sales of density and temperature depends on the mass ofthe star and the density of the loud. 12



4.2 Observation of the starWe have desribed a very ompliated spetrum whih is just the spetrum ofa quasar, explaining all its partiularities:* As the loud was generated by an old star, it may ontain heavy elements;* Supposing that the relative frequeny shifts ∆ν/ν are onstant, the �nestruture patterns are slightly distorted; the dispersion of the optial onstantsin the CREIL shows that the hypothesis is not strit, so that it is not neessaryto suppose that the �ne struture onstant is a funtion of the time [9℄;* There is a gap in the redshifts after the sharp emission lines [10℄;* The broad lines whih have the shape of troughs do no exist if there is astrong radio emission [11, 12℄;* The observed periodiities [16, 18, 17, 19, 20℄ are simply produed by thepropagation of the light in atomi hydrogen.* A large part of the redshift is intrinsi, as found by Halton Arp [13℄. Beingnot extraordinarily far, the quasars are not huge and powerful objets [14℄.The building of so ompliated a spetrum whih requires so simple hypoth-esis, and agrees so well with the observations is a proof that:* The aretors are observed, but alled quasars;* The abundane of atomi hydrogen and the intensity of the CREIL aresu�ient to produe strong intrinsi redshifts; is the �osmologial redshift�produed by CREIL in the intergalati spae ?5 Some other appliations of the CREILThe origin of the observed redshifts may be split into CREIL, Doppler andgravitational, the �rst one being generally the most important. Therefore, theCREIL must be taken into aount for most observations. The most remarkableobservations are:A statistial over abundane of very red objets (VROs) is observed in loseproximity to quasars (Hall et al. [21℄, Wold et al. [22℄); in partiular, the galaxieswhih ontain quasars are often severely reddened, and redshifted relative toother galaxies having similar morphologies (Boller [15℄). The quasar produes aCREIL redshift, providing far ultraviolet radiation and maybe hydrogen aroundthe VROs.* The bright and muh redshifted objets seem surrounded by hot dust [23℄,and it is di�ult to explain the existene of this dust in despite of the pressureof radiation and the abrasion by ions. The blueshift, that is the heating of thethermal radiation by the CREIL is a simple interpretation of the observations.* Studying the variations of the frequeny shifts on the Solar disk allowsto ompute the frations due to the Doppler e�et and to the gravitation. Itremains a redshift proportional to the path of the light through the orona,immediately explained by a CREIL e�et.* Radio signals were sent from the Earth to Pioneer 10 and 11, at a well sta-bilised arrier frequeny lose to 2.11 GHz, and the Pioneers returned a signal af-13



ter a multipliation of the arrier frequeny by 240/221. The blueshift whih re-mains after a standard elimination of the known frequeny shifts (Doppler, grav-itation) is interpreted as produed by an �anomalous aeleration�(Anderson etal. [24℄). The CREIL allows to preserve elestial mehanis : Assume that thesolar plasma between these Pioneer probes and the Earth ontains moleulespossessing resonanes in the megaherz range (either or for instane Lymanpumped atomi hydrogen). These moleules transfer energy from the solar ra-diation not only to the thermal radiation but to the radio signals too : Plank'stemperature of the radio signals is higher than 2.7K to allow a detetion, butmuh lower than the temperature of the solar radiation. The CREIL requires aninoherene, that is a high frequeny modulation of the light. The emission ofthe Pioneers is very weak, quikly mixed with the thermal noise whih providesa modulation. Cruial experiments ould be done, studying the variation of thefrequeny shift as a funtion of the modulation, either hanged by a variationof the intensity of the arrier, or hanged by a variable, known modulation.* V. A. Kotov and V. M. Lyuty [25, 26℄ observed osillations of the luminos-ity of stars and quasars with a period of 160,01 mn. While the light is redshifted,this period is not. Using CREIL, it is lear that the light pulses are redshifted,but that their starts are not subjet to a frequeny shift [27℄. On the ontrary,supposing a hange in the sale of time by an expansion of the universe, this re-sult annot be explained. Therefore, thinking that the observations are reliable,there is no expansion of the universe.6 ConlusionAvoiding the use of the CREIL, an elementary optial parametri e�et, is neverjusti�ed by the supporters of the big bang.Using this e�et to study the spetrum of an areting neutron star shows avery ompliated spetrum whih appears being just a spetrum of quasar. Itannot be a oinidene, so that the �intrinsi redshifts� are surely produed bythe CREIL.The lak of redshift of the variations of luminosity observed in stars andquasars with a period of 160 minutes shows that the �osmologial redshift� isprodued by a CREIL e�et, so that there is no expansion of the UniverseReferenes[1℄ Moret-Bailly, J., 1998, Ann. Phys. Fr., 23, C1-235-C1-236[2℄ Moret-Bailly, J., 1998, Quant. & Semilas. Opt., 10, L35-L39[3℄ Moret-Bailly, J., 2001, J. Quant. Spetr. & Rad. Transfer, 68, 575-582[4℄ Moret-Bailly, J., 2003, IEEETPS, 31, 1215-1222[5℄ Jensen, J. & J. Moret-Bailly, astro-ph/040152914
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